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Abstract: The study of the activities of microeconomic systems always remains a very important task of quantitative description of these 

systems. The proposal of new methods of study over time takes place in the emergence of new integrative scientific platforms such as 
econophysics which is a modern platform based on the description of economic phenomena by the application of classical and modern 

theories of physics. The microeconomic system of goods in general is characterized by the possession of some quantity of good s that is a 
potential for the revenues generating as the result of customer demands. The quantity of goods evolves over time as if it is a "trajectory" 

according to the theory of classical mechanics. This trajectory in economic terms is called the trend. 

The system "moves" on this trajectory and the movement takes place under the action of the forces acting on the system. This study delimits 
the following names of the forces acting on the microeconomic system. The first type of the force acting from the customers is called the 

driving force Fm .For the stable efficient continuation of the system over time, it is necessary both the permanent insurance with goods from 
the distributors and the payments in the form of salaries and other various taxes, all being expenses that are generally  categorized in assets 

and liabilities. And they will be called in economic terms with a general term friction forces F fr. These friction forces stop the numerical 
increase of the revenues in general.  

A special case belongs to the movement on a constant trend (case of uniform rectilinear movement). This case occurs when the driving force  
of customers is equal to all types of resistance force (all types of the payments in the form of various taxes and salaries). It should be noted 

that when all the free financial resources that come from the sale are all spent on new goods from distributors as well as other taxes and 

wages then it really seems that the system seems to be "in the rest state" ("does not move”) This is Newton's first law, the respective speed 
and the acceleration is zero.. 

The mechanical conception of the description of the activity of microeconomic systems allows understanding deeply the mechanisms of the 
generation of bankruptcy as well as the special conditions necessary for income generation by the application of the physics language of 

Newtonian mechanics movement. 
Keywords: MICROECONOMICAL SYSTEM, ECONOPHYSICAL MASS, GROSS PROFIT, ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, MOTOR FORCES, 
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1. Introduction 

Technical and scientific progress involves an integrational 
development of various scientific fields in order to solve new major 

goals and proxies in the field of medicine, economy, pharmaceutical 
industry, high modern technologies, social processes and the 

Human being in the new life conditions taking into account the 
evolution of climatic and ecological conditions. Also new 

philosophical conceptions about Life imply a widespread 

application of knowledge from different fields of science and 
eventual their application into new integrative scientific fields such 

as: biophysics, bioinformatics, econophysics, bioeconophysics etc. 

  Econophysics is an interdisciplinary research field, applying 
theories and methods originally developed by physicists in order to 

solve problems in economics, usually those including uncertainty 
or stochastic processes and nonlinear dynamics. Some of its 

application to the study of financial markets has also been 

termed statistical finance referring to its roots in statistical physics. 
[1] 

Econophysics was started on 1990s by several physicists 

working in the subfield of statistical mechanics. Unsatisfied with 
the traditional explanations and approaches of economists – which 

usually prioritized simplified approaches for the theoretical models 
to matching financial data sets, and then to explain more general 

economic phenomena. 

  The worldwide scientist Harry Eugene Stanley is one of the 

pioneers of interdisciplinary science and is one of founding fathers 
of econophysics. Stanley has developed the term of econophysics 

for the description of the large number of papers written by 
physicists in the problems of markets and presented in a conference 

on statistical physics in Kolkata in 1995 and first appeared in its 
proceedings publication in Physica A 1996.[1, 2]   

  The multidisciplinary field of econophysics uses theory of 

probabilities and mathematical methods developed in statistical 

physics to study statistical properties of complex economic systems 
consisting of a large number of complex units or population (firms, 

families, households, etc.) made of simple units or humans. [3] 
Consequently, Rosario Mantegna and Eugene H. Stanley have 

proposed the first definition of econophysics as a multidisciplinary 
field, or “the activities of physicists who are working on economics 

problems to test a variety of new conceptual approaches deriving 
from the physical sciences”. Econophysics is a sociological 

definition, based on physicists who are working on economics 
problems. [4] Another, more relevant and synthetic definition 

considers that econophysics is an “interdisciplinary research field 
applying methods of statistical physics to the problems in 

economics and finance”. [5]. Unquestionably, in the second half of 

the 19th century, physics significantly accelerated the development 
of economics by providing a necessary methodological framework. 

[6], [7] 

 The term “econophysics” [8] was introduced also by analogy 
with similar terms, such as astrophysics, geophysics, and 

biophysics, which describe applications of physics to different 
fields. Originating from physics as a quantitative science, 

econophysics emphasizes quantitative analysis of large amounts of 

economic and financial data, which became increasingly available 
with the massive introduction of computers and the Internet. 

Econophysics distances itself from the verbose, narrative, and 
ideological style of political economy and is closer to econometrics 

in its focus. Two major directions in econophysics are applications 
to finance and economics, statistical distributions of money, wealth, 

and turnover among interacting economic agents. 

Econophysics that is a new branch of the study of economy 

includes not only proper sense of econophysics as usual but also 
physical economics [9] that explains the economical processes by 

the application of physical phenomena and has a large priority to 
choose the adequate physical model for the quantitative description 

of the processes of pharmaceutical marketing. [10] 

  Physics studies the general laws of nature and explains 
phenomena with appropriate patterns using mathematical methods. 

The traditional question of physics is: why does this phenomenon 

happen? And the answer is given according to the appropriate 
model. The development of physics has reached such limits that it is 

now becoming interdisciplinary. The human being always at 
different historical stages is accustomed to observing phenomena in 

nature and studying them in detail, to explain why these phenomena 
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occur and the cause of their defense. So, namely physics is called 
science that deeper insight studies the essence of all things in the 

Nature. Logically, we can ask ourselves in the following way, since 
physics explains the essence of all things, then it really does explain 

everything like: historical evolution of society and eventually 
statistical repetition of some historical processes, economic 

phenomena, periodical physics-statistical variations of some social 

and economical processes, market processes described by 
analogical physical laws, etc. 

It is worth noting that many now-famous economists were 

originally educated in physics and engineering. The well known 
Italian scientist Vilfredo Pareto that is considered as a parent of 

modern science of econophysics earned a degree in mathematical 
sciences and a doctorate in engineering at the ends of 19th century. 

Working as a civil engineer, he collected statistics demonstrating 

that distributions of turnover and wealth in a society follow a power 
law [11]. Nowadays the Pareto’s principle also has become a 

popular area of focus in the world of business and management and 
the statement of this principle is: 80 percent of effects always come 

from 20 percent of the causes. Pareto first observed this ratio when 
he realized that 80 percent of land and wealth in Italy was owned by 

20 percent of the population. He then went on to observe the same 
phenomenon in his garden: 80 percent of peas came from 20 

percent of pea pods. [11] Since he published these findings, the 

magical ratio of 80:20 (or the “80-20 rule”) has been found to be 
scattered throughout society and nature. The 80 percent of any 

company’s profits come from 20 percent of their best products, 80 
percent of traffic comes from 20 percent of roads, 80 percent of 

food production comes from 20 percent of the best crops. The ratio 
is everywhere and frequently even tipped to a 90-10 or 95-5 

division.  

The Pareto principle is applied largely and it is combined with 

ABC analysis for supply management purpose both in medicine and 
economics. [12, 13] Therefore the effective supply management 

ensures uninterrupted availability of quality approved, safe and 
effective products. The econophysical  studies that include the 

principle of Pareto were reflected in [10] which shows that each 
stock article of pharmaceutical products is characterized by so-

named econophysical temperature and this term of econophysical 

temperature is the capacity of the generating power of turnover 
(revenues) during one day of one stock article and respectively for 

each rating marketing groups A, B, C, X, Z of the stocks these 
values of temperatures are KA=21; KB=13; KC=8; KX=5; KZ=3 that 

coincide with the numbers of Fibonacci which stay on the basement 
of so-named “Golden ratio” of Nature’s structures and economical 

structures [10, 14]. The Fibonacci sequence is applicable for various 
kinds of the stocks.  

The econophysical studies presented in [10] apply the physical 

model of the “ideal gas” of the pharmaceutical stocks and this 

model is related to the marketing state of hyper competition. The 
sold and reserve inventory of stocks is described by the equation of 

marketing state of the microeconomical system [10]:            

KNNP arttotp   ; here 
pP  is the average price of one 

pharmaceutical product; 
totN - total amount of products of the 

inventory; 
artN - total amount of the names of articles; K - the 

value of econophysical temperature and for the full ensemble of 

stocks this value is 65,5K  which is calculated on the base of 

KA=21; KB=13; KC=8; KX=5; KZ=3 by the consideration of the 

peculiarities of ABC analysis and this value 65,5K is a 

worldwide constant that is independent on national currencies [10].  

Similar expression like (1) is described in the paper [15]. The 
difference is that the econophysical temperature is the volatility in 

[15]. The greater is the volatility, then the greater is the opportunity 
to sell the stocks at high prices. [16] Otherwise, the higher the 

econophysical temperature K described by expression (1), the 

greater the opportunity to sell the stocks at high prices. 

Generalizing the introductory information, then the definition of 
econophysics could be given as follow: 

Econophysics is a multidisciplinary philosophical scientific 

integrative system that studies the general laws of the evolution of 
economical and social processes by the application of physics - 

mathematical and statistical methods of philosophical, social and 

economical sciences. 

According to the point of view described in the paper [15] the 
equilibrium and crises in economies are explained well by 

phenomenological conception of econophysics.  

Logically, the first chapter could be mechanics. 
Historically, classical mechanics emerged first and is originated 

with Isaac Newton's laws of motion in the paper [17] "Philosophie 
Naturalis Principia Mathematica". 

 Classical mechanics describes the general laws of 

the motion of macroscopic material bodies. 

   Microeconomics is the study of individuals, households and 

firms, behaviour in decision making and allocation of resources. It 
generally studies the markets of goods and services and deals with 

individual and economic issues [18]. It is focused on the study deals 
with what choices people make, what factors influence their choices 

and how their decisions affect the goods markets by affecting the 
price, the supply and demand [19].  

   The behaviour of the activity of the markets of stocks is 
studied last time not only by classical theories of economics but 

also by modern integrative means of interdisciplinary branches of 
sciences like statistical mathematics and theory of probabilities, and 

modern statistical integrative science that is called econophysics.  
[20-22]. 

 The chapter of kinematics of microeconomical system of stocks 

has studied the movement of the systems of stocks without any 

considerations of the reasons of the apparition of the movement 
[23]. Simply, it studies the behavior over time of the activity states 

of microeconomical system of stocks. The states of the 
microeconomical systems are of two types: the rest state and the 

movement state. The reason of the transition of the system from the 
rest state into a movement state is the aim of study of this research. 

Of course, the motor force of the movement of the systems is the 
torrents of customers with their capacity of the buying of the goods 

and services. They are as the analogical mechanical forces that are 

acting upon the material bodies causing their movement. The 
kinematics theory of phenomenological mechanical econophysics 

describes very well the movement of the systems and the 
quantitative expressions are fitting satisfactory to the real results. 

Logically, it is obviously that the reason of the apparition of the 
movement must be studied. The theory of Newton's classical 

mechanics will be applied for the development of the conception of 
the mechanical dynamics of phenomenological econophysics. 

Analogically to the classical mechanics where the material bodies 

posses the masses, the microeconomical systems of stocks posses 
also the mass. The conception of the mass of this system is 

developed by the consideration of the difference of the prices of the 
selling and the prices of distributors, or by the terms of economy is 

the gross profit meaning the prices of sales minus the cost of goods. 
[1, 9] 

The laws of Newton were for the first time used in the paper of 

Adam Smith (1723-1790), a Scottish economist and philosopher 

[7]. Adam Smith took Newton's conception of nature as a law-
bound system of matter in motion as his model when he represented 

society as a collection of individuals pursuing their self-interest in 
an academic order governed by the laws of supply and demand [7].  

Namely, the supply-demand processes are the basement of the 

application both to Newtonian classical mechanics and the socio-
economical processes. 
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2. First law of Newton. Application of first law of 

Newton to microeconomical systems of stocks. The 
law of inertia and its application to these systems 

Newton's laws of motion are three physical laws that, together, 

laid the foundation for classical mechanics. They describe the 
relationship between a body and the forces acting upon it, and its 

motion in response to those forces.  

The first law of Newton is formulated as follow: 

In an inertial frame of reference, an object either remains at 

rest or continues to move at a constant velocity, unless acted 
upon by a force. [24, 25]  

This formulation is represented schematically on the Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 1 The classical mechanics statement of the first law of Newton [26] 

According to this Figure 1 the material body will stay in the rest 

state if the velocity is zero and the respective acceleration is zero. 

The material body does not move because all forces acting on this 
body have the resultant force equals to zero. Another moment is that 

this body could move with the constant speed all time and the 
respective acceleration is zero. The condition of unchangeable 

speed of the movement takes place only in the case when the 
resultant of all forces that are acting upon this body is zero. The 

forces that are acting upon the body during its movement (Fig. 2) 

are the motor force 
mF for the movement of this body with physical 

mass m, friction force 
frF or the resistance force that appears as the 

result of the movement of this body on the contact surface of the 

support, gravitational force gm  ; g is the gravitational 

acceleration and for the Earth is 9.8 (m/s2); R - reaction force is the 
force that is acting from the surface contact. According to the first 

law of Newton, the body moves with the constant speed 

constv  , when 
frm FF   and respectively gmR   

 

Fig. 2. Schematical representation of the forces acting upon the body in 
the state of the movement 

Velocity (speed) is a vector quantity which expresses both the 
object's speed and the direction of its motion. Therefore, the 

statement that the object's velocity v is constant is a statement that 
both its speed and the direction of its motion are constant.  

The first law can be stated mathematically when the mass is a 

non-zero constant, as: 

constv
dt

dv
F  00                (1) 

This expression (1) is known as the uniform motion. Loosely 

translated and applied to business, it means that the marketing plan 
will continue to deliver the same results unless something 

changes.[27] 

Another scientific report regarding the first law of Newton [28] 
and applied for the stock market states that "simply put, the stock 

market is going up because it has no reason not to. It will remain in 
the uptrend until acted upon by an outside force". Here the 

explanation is of such order that if the socio-political laws and the 

rules of marketing are no changeable over time then the activity of 
the stock market is adapted well to these conditions and the 

respective business also is adapted unless an outside force acts upon 
it, i. e. the socio-political laws and the rules are changed under the 

influence of this outside force. 

The application of the first law of Newton to the 
microeconomical system of stocks can be explained as follow. The 

microeconomical system can be considered as the "vehicle" or "car" 

that is moving on the trajectory. This trajectory is the reserves 
inventory evaluating over time. Analogically to the mechanical 

movement, the following forces are acting upon this system: 1) 
motor forces of the customers Fm, which means the buying capacity 

of the customers to purchase the goods. These types of the forces 
are able to produce the revenues in the form of the free financial 

resource; 2) the resistance or friction forces that are related to the 
payments of assets and liabilities. They are of two types: proper 

friction force Ffr and the force of the restoring of new stocks from 

the dealers (restore of the initial level of stock reserve) - Fs.r. The 
expenses of the assets are related to the restoring of the new stocks 

from distributors, but the liabilities are related to the various bills, 
bank accounts overdrafts, income taxes, salaries, etc. These friction 

forces every time have the tendency to reduce those free financial 
resources that are obtained from the revenues. In the case when the 

motor forces of the customers are compensated by the friction 

forces, then the result is null (finally, there are no free financial 
resources). It seems that the microeconomical system is situated 

into a "critical" state exactly similar like as the initial starting time. 
This "critical state" is such a state when all financial resources from 

the revenues are expensed for all types of expenses and the result is 
that there are no any more free financial resources. These "critical" 

states could also have the tendency of the critical default trend.  

The similar trajectory as that shown on the Fig. 2 can be 
represented for the microeconomical system with the econophysical 

mass M on the Fig. 3. The trajectory ΔZ represents the amounts of 

products of the inventory of the system that is a sequence of the 
values of the amounts of products of the inventory ΔZ over time. 

 

Fig. 3 The forces that are acting upon the mycroeconomical system of 
stocks with the econophysical mass M 

The econophysical gravitational acceleration in this case g has 
another meaning and another numerical value that is different of the 

physical one. The reaction force R has the meaning of the force that 
maintains the microeconomical system on the trajectory ΔZ due to 

of the payments that are related to the assets and liabilities. When 
the friction forces and the forces that are related to the restoring of 

the stock reserve are absent, then R=0 and the microeconomical 

system is falling dawn (similar to the free gravitational falling in 
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mechanics). This situation could be the case of the liquidation of the 
full reserve inventory by special discounts before of the stopping 

activity of the systems due to of the default criteria.  

That mentioned above the moment of "critical state" can be 
explained also by kinematical point of view. The dependence of the 

sold inventory expressed in terms of the amount of products ΔZ(t) is 

represented on the Fig. 4. The situation when the friction forces is 
equal to the motor forces of the customers leads to the continuous 

slow increasing till the critical value of sold inventory ΔZcr and then 
this value ΔZcr is unchangeable for a long time. Such critical state 

could be reached as the result of the decreasing of the torrents of 
customers. The decreasing of the torrents of customers leads to the 

decreasing of the revenues and finally such state is reaching when 
the financial free resources are equalized to the friction forces. 

 

Fig. 4   The situation of the critical state of the sold inventory  

Generalizing all the above described the formulation of 
Newton's first law for the microeconomic systems can be given as: 

The microeconomic system is situated into a critical state of 

the rest when the financial resources from the revenues of the 
stocks and services equals to the all the types of the expenses 

that are expected. 

The first law also is named the law of inertia. The first law of 

Newton in fact is a statement of a property of matter called inertia. 
Matter maintains its state of the rest or the uniform motion and a net 

force (resultant) is required to change its state. The resistance to 
change in velocity is called inertia. The inertia of a body is directly 

proportional to the mass of the body. The more mass an object has, 
the greater is its inertia and then it resists more to the change in 

velocity. In other words, the mass of an object is a measure of its 

inertia. [26] This short formulation of inertia is pure physical one.  

The conception of inertia could be developed for the 
microeconomical system. It is necessary to define the notion of 

econophysical mass of microeconomical system. The profound 
logical analysis allows suggesting about the econophysical mass of 

the microeconomical system of stocks as the gross profit of the 
reserve inventory which is the difference between the selling price 

and the cost from the distributors.  

It is necessary to differentiate the econophysical mass and the 

physical mass. The physical mass is the usual mass that is measured 
in grams, kilograms, etc., but the econophysical mass is measured in 

the values of the respective financial currencies and according to 
that mentioned above this econophysical mass is the gross profit. 

The co-relation between physical and econophysical mass is 
necessary to be established. Usual practice of the markets shows 

that as greater is the quantity of the goods that is sold then the lower 
is the price. The expression of microeconomical state of the stocks 

could show this relation between the physical mass and 

econophysical one. The respective expression of microeconomical 

state is: KNP op  . The amount of products No of the 

respective article could be expressed by the quantity of molecules of 

the substance Nmol as follow: No=C∙Nmol. where C is the proportional 
coefficient. As bigger is the amount of products No, then as bigger is 

the respective amount of molecules Nmol. The value Nmol could be 
expressed by the number of Avogadro and quantity of moles as: 

oA

mol

M

m

N

N
 ; Mo is the molar mass of the respective chemical 

substance and m is the physical mass of the product.  

Then, the value is  

;
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m
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Finally, the respective average price of one product is:        

A

o
p

NmC

MK
P




                           (2) 

As higher is the average price of one product <P>p then higher 
is the econophysical mass M. 

So: M ̴̴̴̴̴̴̴̴̴ 
m

1
. So, the important semi-quantitative expression is 

obtained that as bigger as is the physical mass m then the 

econophysical mass M is smaller and the respective average price of 

one product <P>p is smaller. 

The force is the analogy of the purchasing power of customers 
and is nothing else but the amount of money that is paid to buy one 

product, i. e. money paid for one product. As bigger is the price of 
one product, then bigger is the econophysical mass of this product 

and respectively the corresponding force that is applied upon this 
product is bigger. According to these mentioned statements it could 

be formulated the following definition of inertial econophysical 

law: As bigger is the econophysical mass of one product then as 
bigger is the force that is applied upon it.  

Such suggested econophysical formulation of the law of inertia 

has deeper meaning. The force according to this statement is not 
only the money paid for one product, but it is also a decision 

making (a decision thinking effort) of the customers. The question 
how faster or slower is the decision making can be given by the 

supply - demand processes of microeconomics. Forever, when the 

demand is high for one product then the price of one product has the 
permanent increasing. More demand products are quickly purchased 

nevertheless that they have high prices, and slowly demanded 
products have small prices. Such specifications on the demand are 

based on the special ABC marketing analysis combined with Pareto 
distribution. According to ABC marketing analysis, the stock is 

differentiated into "A", "B", "C", "X", "Z". The biggest profits that 
have the biggest prices of products have the segments A, B, C which 

together consists 20% of the articles of inventory. Pareto 

distribution states that 20% of the articles give 80% of revenues. 
The ratio 20/80 of Pareto distribution is observed for very great 

interval of time in major cases like several years depending on the 
type of the activity and the type of microeconomical systems. 

Namely, the first segment ABC gives this 80% of revenues. The 
products of A, B, C segments have highest prices, the respective 

demands are highest and their econophysical masses are biggest. 
The values of the rating coefficients of the stock K serve as the 

criteria of the decision making. The respective values of K are 

highest for A stocks and smallest for Z stocks.  

The notion of inertia has deeper meaning. When we say that 
something or some idea is performed very slowly with very slow 

result, then this idea is very inertly. Transposing to pure physical 
phenomena we know that the bodies with bigger physical masses 

are very inertly. It is necessary a great physical force to make its 
starting of the movement. Applying to the stocks it means that the 

bigger physical masses have the stocks Z and the smallest physical 

masses have the stocks A. It means that the stocks Z are very inertly 
and the stocks A are slowly inertly. According to these statements it 

would be necessary the reformulation of the econophisical law of 
inertia of microeconomical systems of the stocks as follow: 
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The lower is the physical mass of one product then the 
higher is its demand.  

This formulation has deep sense and it is observed for many real 

cases, for example in the cosmetics and the souvenirs shops. The 
customers have high demand for the products with small masses 

and respective small volumes, aesthetically and beautifully 

comfortably packed as the gifts for the large trips. These cases are 
used almost everywhere for the almost all types of the 

microeconomic systems. The manufacturers’ designers analyze well 
the products purchasing processes and their designs and the 

volumes of products are changed periodically.  

Also the econophysical mass of ensemble of stocks can be 

applied and described by the application of the principles of ABC 

analysis. As the ABC stocks consists only 20% of the articles then 
the econophysical mass of this ABC segment is smaller in 

comparison with the segments XZ which consists 80% of others.  

Then, especially in this case of the ensemble the more inert is 

XZ as it is regarded as an ensemble, and less inert is ABC.  

The research [29] appreciates by the application of Newton's 
laws that the small business and enterprises are more efficiently, 

nevertheless that they are of small sizes and their respective 
econophysical masses of ensembles are small. They are less inert 

and any other changeable factors of socio-political characters are 

adapted more quickly to these systems than in comparison of big 
ones, or they could be very sensible to any changes of socio-

political factors than of big systems. 

               Results and discussion 

The good activity of one microeconomical system is based on 
everyday reports as the form of table represented below which 

shows the values of stock reserves, cash desk, revenues and 

expenses and the net profits that are checked everyday from the 
cosmetical shop and could be calculated automatically by the 

complex manners of mathematical and logical operations of maths 
functions of Excel soft. (Fig. 5)  

 

Fig. 5. The balance of expenses-revenues of the microeconomical 

system of stocks (example of cosmetical shop). All revenues and expenses 
are expressed by BGN currency  

The table of the Fig. 5 shows every days activity and first 

fourteen days is a good example of the demonstration of the first 
law of Newton. The sum of all expenses equals to the sum of all 

revenues. The reserve inventory from the table every day is almost 
the same. It means that the system moves on the almost straight line 

(Fig.6). This case is indeed a good example of first law of Newton.  

 

    Fig. 6. The “movement” of the microeconomical system on the 

straight line (straight line trend) 

The columns of the table with the values of the revenue and 
expense show well this example which illustrates the validity of 

Newton's first law. Expenses and revenues are almost the same, 
which indicates that the driving force of customers Fm (revenue) is 

equal to the friction force Ffr (expenses). In order to see better that 
the friction force is equal to the driving force, then the cumulative 

values of the revenues and of the expenses are calculated and the 

dependency graph Rcum=f(Ecum) is represented.(Fig.7) 

 

 

    Fig. 7. The equality of the cumulative revenue and of the cumulative 

expenses of the validity of the first law of newton 

The econophysical speed as a measure of the generating of free 

financial resources shows that these resources are almost not 
generating within fourteen days. The starting total cash is almost 

constant all time (it is similar to the rest state) (column 7 of the 

Table). It means that there is no any speed of “movement”. The 
speed in general is considered also the degree of the change of stock 

inventory, but there is no any change of the stock inventory and 
therefore the speed is zero.  

In general we can say that the activity of the microeconomic 

system is described by the applying of the language of physics. In 
this way it can be concluded that the trend can have variations only 

when the driving force of the customers differs a lot from that of the 
resistance and finally the system will posses a speed. 

Conclusions 

The study which is described in this paper with the application 
of the language of physics of Newtonian mechanics is a fine and 

profound study. The trend, which is a qualitative description of the 
activity of microeconomic systems, gives an appreciation about the 

generation of financial resources. The speed that is the measure of 
the variation of the stock inventory is zero for the case of rectilinear 

trend with zero slopes which denotes a full coincidence with 

Newton's first law. 
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